Mammen Family Public Library
Monthly Report – January 2022 Activities
Circulation Team Report


Number of visitors to the library: 7,874



Total items circulated: 29,637



New cards issued: 199



Number of active members: 7,277

Programming, Outreach and Community Collaboration
Program Focus

Programs Live
Participants

In library programs

57

519

Live Zoom programs

46

388

Recordings of events
posted this month

4

15 Recording viewings

Passive Programs

1

30

Total

108

907

Passive Programming Participants

361 number of craft kit/handout,
homework and resource lists emailed out
to members

406

We are thankful for 69 hours worth of volunteer teachers and leaders for our classes this month
Program Spotlight
The Comal County Health Department set up a table three afternoons this month in our foyer to
get to know the community on the West side of the county. They were able to get resources
into the hands of 133 people over the three days and will return for more meet and greets in
February.

Community Support
We had Nan Lesnick present on the 7 Steps to Retirement that helped members plan for their
future.
Pat Rodriguez hosted the meet and greet with the Toastmasters to let the community learn
about their entirely free Speechcraft series that we host at the library to help the public work on
their public speaking skills.
Leisure Learning
The Master Gardener group hosted Larry Sunn and Stephen Grainger for a Water Conservation
Program. We had a total of 51 people in-person and 56 online during this very busy event.
Jason Mangold presented on Spring Gardens to a hybrid group in the library and online. This is
part of his monthly Land Improvement series.
Cookbook Demo & Lunch Potluck Club met in January with Nadine Winningham leading the
group as they cooked from Around The Table by Martina McBride. The class enjoyed tasting
dishes they had brought and shared all the tips on each dish. We then send out all the tips and
recipes to the nearly 100 member list of folks that come out to the meeting when they can but
enjoy staying connected with the recipes if they attend the meeting personally or not. This group
meets on the second Tuesday of each month at 11:30am and new members are always
welcome.
Bethanie is leading a Great Courses Discussion Group on the History of Forensics. The group
watches a lecture weekly together, goes over some discussion questions and follows up with
the additional resources about questions that arise during the discussion.
Art and Culture
Tim Tingle led the Doc Moore Storytelling Guild with 50 attendees online joining to hear and
share stories.
Contracted art teachers included:
Jill Deurmier, our watercolor teacher, demonstrated the techniques to paint a sunset scene over
water and some hills.
Rachel Delgado taught her monthly Beginning Calligraphy course with both online and inperson participants and her more advanced program Calligraphy Styles in the library.
Debbie’s Exploring Art Mediums class worked on learning to draw portraits and about our online
resource Creativebug
Civics
Frank Shaddalee and co-presenter Mike Ellaby are hosting the Great Courses: Founding Fathers
of America Series each week. They view two historical documentaries then review and discuss
after each episode.

Health and Wellness
We had a Don't Make a Resolution - Make Healthy Changes for the New Year program with
leaders from the Hill Country Mental Health walking members through making the small changes
that quickly build into real resolutions that work.
Literacy
The Broaden Your Shelf Reading Challenge started in January with a total of 40 people logging
books throughout the month. The new challenge officially starts on January 10 and runs through
December 2022. Grab a brochure at the library with the challenge topics or create an online
account from our website to log your books read that fit the categories listed.
The library currently has five book clubs and three of them are open to new members. More
information about the groups with lists of books being read are on the library website’s new
Adult Programs page that Susan added for us!

Youth Programming
Teen Programs
Teen programs started slow but picked up a lot throughout January! We implemented some
new programs and are happy with the success that they have had so far!
We started the month off with Pillowcase Decorating and we
had some new faces come and hang out. Teens did a great job
using a variety of stencils and their own creativity to make
unique pillowcases.
We also had our first teen game night! This program was led by
Javier and while we only had one teen sign up, she seemed to have a great time playing on
the library’s Xbox.
January also brought our very first Teen Genre Book Club meeting! This month’s genre was fiction
and we had a total of 6 teens come to book club. They all talked about their favorite and least
favorite fiction books, gave each other recommendations, and had a great time all around.
February’s genre is nonfiction, and while they did groan about having to read a nonfiction book,
they all agreed to at least give it a shot so I’m hopeful that they’ll come to book club again!

To close out our active January teen programs we had drop-in volunteer hours. We had a total
of 6 teens show up and help out at the library for 2 hours. They dusted almost all of the library's
shelves and helped us relabel a large portion of our Juvenile Biography section.
In addition to these active programs, we had a couple of passive programs for teens to either
take and make at home, or complete at the library. For the first part of the month, we put out a
number of different crossword puzzles that seemed to be a hit. Later in the month, we provided
supplies for teens to make and decorate their own bookmarks. These supplies went fast and
had to be replenished a couple of times!

As part of outreach, Jeannette and I visited St. Jude’s once in January. We took supplies to
make s’mores and homemade hot chocolate mix and had a great visit with the kids there! We
had more kids participate in the activity and talk with us than we ever have before. It’s
amazing to see them slowly warming up to us and getting interested in the library!
Children’s Programs
January brought the return of indoor programming for children! We were hoping for a vaccine
for under-5 year olds by now, but the cooler weather has pushed us indoors anyway. We have
also moved fully back to in-person programs instead of virtual and hybrid programs.
We started the new year with the
Beginners Book Club where we read the
book Boxitects by Kim Smith. After reading
the book, kids constructed their own
cardboard creations using boxes, egg
cartons and paper roll tubes.
With Make-It Tuesdays being inside now,
we don’t have to worry about the
elements blowing away our craft supplies!
At the first session of the year, kids made
beautiful snow trees using unconventional
materials for painting such as bubble wrap, q-tips, cotton balls and clothespins. It was amazing
to see all the different techniques the kids used to fill in their snow tree. Other projects we did
this month included a popsicle stick mushrooms and an igloo made out of marshmallows.
Chess Club and
our
Lego
program
also
returned
this
month and the
program
room
space is such a
game changer.
Our
chess
coaches
(Mr.
Vamper and Mr.
Castro) are able
to
utilize
the
rooms’ monitor
for instructional
videos
and
diagrams.
At
Lego club kids
just have a blast building individually or in groups.

Kids Graphic Novel Club saw a lot of new faces at this month’s meeting. Kids have been
practicing creating their own characters and making mini comic stories. We are excited to see
what they have been working on when we meet again next month! Mr. Javier is hoping to
compile the kids’ work and create a library kids comic book that can be added to our
collection.

This month we also saw the return of Ranger
Holly at Young Naturalists! Kids and parents
were so happy to have her back (and so were
we!). Ranger Holly taught the kids about foxes
local to the Texas area and brought some
awesome props such as a real fox pelt and a
replica fox skull. After a short story, the kids
made their own cute foxes.
Girls Who Code is drawing in girls from 3rd-8th grade each week! This month they have been
coding with the Harry Potter wands kits from our Makerspace and having a blast!
Lastly, we are glad to see a lot of returning and new families coming to our programs! Each
week more and more families are joining us for Toddler, Preschool, Bilingual, and Family
storytimes at the library. Ms. Montana is also hosting a once a month Pajama storytime! The
library has definitely been getting busier despite the colder weather. We hope this momentum
continues and look forward to another month of fun programming and activities.

Marketing & Public Relations (Mackenzie Broderick)
Marketing:


Roll out new brand standards



Work on fliers for December and January Events



Create and set up slides for Magicinfo and kiosks



Transition from Hootsuite social media
scheduling to Later social media scheduling



Update spreadsheet detailing monthly report
statistics



Create Broaden Your Shelf Reading Challenge
2022 designs



Create new ongoing event marketing designs
for monitors and kiosks



Set up Broaden Your Shelf Reading Challenge
2022 book displays



Design Summer Reading Tshirts

Public Relations/Social Media:


Market program guides via social media



Set up Link.inbio



Utilize Stories for quick posting



Post multiple events throughout the week



Post about national holidays



Post about upcoming events



Post about Broaden Your Shelf Reading
Challenge 2022



Post photos from previous events

Publicity:


3 individual event eblasts & 5 week of eblasts



March press release sent to Chamber



Online events added to BSB Chamber calendar



Kids events added to Alamo Fun4Kids and Kids
Out and About



Include Cookbook Club’s favorite recipes into eblast



Include coloring pages into eblast



Add Broaden Your Shelf Reading Challenge 2022 information and book recommendations on
to eblasts

Collections Reports
Adult Collection:
We loaned 4 items to and borrowed 104 items from other libraries in the Interlibrary Loan (ILL)
system. We worked one-on-one with 14 members to teach them how to use our electronic
resources. In January the tote bags were inventoried and the Texana collection was weeded.
This month I will focus on weeding the music CDs and inventorying Texana. One adult was
emailed a personalized list in January. Began training Allison as the new Interlibrary Loan
backup.
Teen Collection
In January we fulfilled several Young Adult purchase/ILL requests and seem to be getting more
and more each day, which is great! We also completed a recommended reading request from
one of our teens. She requested a long list of books to check out and seemed to be pleased
with what we sent her.
Children’s Collection
In January we weeded and inventoried the PER collection. Many parents and caregivers
appreciate having a designated collection of parenting and educational materials available
for easy access in the Children’s Library! With the help of our awesome teen volunteers, we were
also able to re-label a huge portion of the Juvenile Biography collection.
We deleted 157 items for the following reasons:
 Weeded – 138 items
 Vanished – 0 items (due to inventory)
 Lost and unpaid for – 5 items (sent to collections)
 Lost and paid for – 14 items

Technology (Rob, Lois)
This month the Technology team worked on new issues such as:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Troubleshooting a member’s problem with not receiving our Gabbie messages.
Print Station showing offline one morning and waiting for a restart the next morning.
Both Heritage Quest and Texas ILL lost momentary access this month.
DocuMation lost its ability to run FMAudit software.
Patron computer 6 found without protective keyboard cover.
Patron computers had intermittent lost connections to Envisionware and servers over the
weekend of January 28th.
7. Apollo material history in checkout tab showing “null” instead of dates checked out.

Ongoing Issues
1. 11/16/21 Member reported problem with fax not going through. After troubleshooting, it
appears fax is working but not with its usual speed. It is taking many retries to complete.
Monitoring at this time.

2. Info Desk Computer seems to just stop working and we have to force it to shut down.
Monitoring the situation.
3. Unifi dashboard seems to not be accessible every Monday morning. So far we have been
able to restart the Unifi operating system without affecting any network connections.
Monitoring at this time.
4. Around mid-January the slideshow on the kiosks stopped working. All we see is a black screen
at the top. This is affecting all 3 kiosks. Rob is working on resolving.
5. When using Firefox only, Transparent Languages website, appears to have a problem, only
with some of the staff computers, accessing the Sign Up tab. It either gives us an error or the
sign up form displays for a brief second and then disappears. Chrome appears to work fine.
Transparent Languages support is unable to duplicate but they are still investigating.
Projects
We would like to also have access to our cloudLibrary material in the SimplyE app. SimplyE app
is an e-reader that can provide access to several vendors of ebooks & audiobooks. I have
requested that addition from SimplyE support.
1/10/22 SimpleE support has completed adding cloudLibrary material to SimplyE.
Misc.
Reserve wrappers were changed from a whole sheet of 8 ½ by 11 paper to the smaller receipt
paper.
Rob: We started our Spring cleaning early this year. Not ones to throw away possibly useful things,
the library has what can only be described as a hoard of old electronic equipment. We felt it
was time to really asses what was worth keeping and what was just taking up our limited storage
space. The difficulty has always been actually finding a way to dispose of electronics safely and
responsibly. Fortunately for us Comal County has started taking electronic recycling, so we
began our decluttering by taking some very old monitors and ancient desktops to be recycled.
We still have some ways to go and we’re fighting our natural urge to think we will have a use for
something in the future, but we have made progress.
We also made progress while using our Saturday afternoons running updates and upgrades on
all of our networking equipment, physical servers, and our virtual servers. We were able to
upgrade our Network software so we could turn on the Public Library’s Wi-Fi landing page, so
patrons would have to agree to our terms of services before using the Public Wi-Fi. This also
allows us to grab more accurate usage statistics which we can use for our reporting. The
upgrades to our network software also came with better threat management improvements,
which gives us an extra layer of intrusion security.
We finished our migration from GVTC to Peerless Systems for our phone systems. While it took a
lot longer than we planned, due to some bureaucratic hurdles that we had to clear, it
transitioned seamlessly. We now are able to handle twice as many calls at half the price.

Facilities Management (Jewel English)
Regular
scheduled
monthly
maintenance for pest control and
aerobic septic system.
Study Rooms: 207 people used the
Study Rooms in January
Window cleaning and power
washing Jan 22-23,2022: While the
library was closed on Sunday, Chris
Kulesza, Spruced Up Cleaning,
cleaned all of the exterior and
interior windows and glass doors, including all of the vaulted roof windows

Spruced Up power
washed the stone
façade on the
library and the
Library Monument
at the entrance to
the main gates. See
before and after
pictures below. This
weekend he will
power wash all the
sidewalks, steps, and
patios.

Flags: 2.3.2022 Tyler
Singleton, Ameritex
Flag & Flagpole LLC,
tried to remove the
damaged
flags
during the ice storm
but was not able to
lower them because
the beaded rings
were frozen to the
flag pole (pic 2). The
flag pole thawed enough on Friday, allowing us to lower the damaged flags, and Tyler put up
new flags on Monday.
Eagle Scout Park: 2,1.2022 cedar fence
Our grounds keeper used reclaimed cedar trees–from which
he removed the bark–to build a fence separating the "park
area" from the gully "drop off area" next to the Chiller:
He set (5) posts in concert, 2’-3’ in the ground, with 5’
exposed above the ground
He used lag bolts and deck screws to secure (3) rows of
cedar rails–approximately 10’ long–between the posts
Bottom rails are approximately 12” from the ground; the
distances between the 2nd and 3rd rails are approximately
12”
Should it be necessary, a wire fencing material can be
attached to the back side of the post and rails.
We are filling the “gully” with loose stones from the park
area, and adding garden waste: plant trimmings/seed
heads, small branches and other organic matter, to create
a “backyard nature wildlife habitat” for birds and butterflies

Firetrol Protective Systems completed the annual inspections on our fire equipment: fire sprinkler
system, fire line backflows, fire alarm, and portable fire extinguishers. We replaced the expired
fire extinguisher at the top of the stairs in the upper storage. Firetrol replaced (2) 12 volt, 12ah
batteries for the fire alarm control panel.

Rob is still working with our phone technician to resolve the “dial delivery issue” which causes
the fire alarm to go off every 24 hours, and prohibits fire alarm monitoring in our building.
Alert Lock & Key: 1.27.2022 replaced the two barrel locks on the lower book drop (smaller box)
Housekeeping: Now that Youth Services have resumed their programs indoors, as of February 1,
2022 the janitors will clean the entire library six days a week, per our Service Agreement for
Option #2. In addition to what they are already cleaning, this will include both kitchens and the
Youth Services Programing and Craft rooms.
Plumbing: 2.7.2022 Per Robbie, engineer from Canyon Lake Water Service:
Confirmed Rich Herr’s assessment when he discovered the leak on Saturday, that the break was
on our side of the line and not Canyon Lake
Confirmed that our water meter did not need to be replaced (as per the plumber from Goettl
Plumbing and Heating)
Confirmed the main water line is part of
the original construction of the building –
which we assumed
Assessed the break was probably due to
the age of the pipe and/or stress on the
water line during construction when
heavy equipment was used in the area which could have weakened the line
Suggested the recent freeze could have
caused the stress to break once the
pipes thawed
Richard Almaguer, Star State Plumbing repaired the broken line to
the water main, which took over 4 hours
Pictures 1 & 2 are of the broken water line to the main valve. Picture
3 is the repaired water line.
Star State Plumbing ordered parts to repair a faucet and toilet leak
in the women’s restroom in the hallway
They are trouble-shooting a problem with one of the urinals in the
men’s public restroom
Winter Preparation Protocol: due to the ice storm on 2.3.2022 and
the winter storm in February 2021, we are developing a
protocol/check list of things we need to do when there is a chance of severe winter weather,
such as:



Purchase insulated wrap and/or cover for the backflow – to keep the pipes in the building from
freezing



Insulate the inside of the water meter box and metal water meter cover (above picture 3)



Create a berm over the main water line: a pile of dirt covering the line will help keep the main
water line insulated



Leave some faucets slightly running (not dripping) to prevent pipes freezing



Remove the flags from the flagpole, even if they are wet – to prevent them from wind/ice
damage

Have rock salt on hand to put on icy steps, pavements, and walkways
Painting: we received the painting estimates to paint the huge walls on both sides of the big
windows, the exterior metal “vertical trim” on the big windows, and the cost to touch up areas
in the Library where needed; we are currently awaiting scheduling.

Administration (Susan/Cathy)
Susan started the TSLAC annual report on library statistics for fiscal year July 2020-June 2021. She
also attended virtual training on the annual report and TSLAC grants that are coming up. We
plan to apply for a grant to help purchase some new laptops as well as update the Trekker
interior to make it more useful to outreach.
We hired Hannah Johnson, currently in library school, part time as our Adult Programming
Specialist. Hannah cannot work full time at this time but will be graduating in the fall and we
hope will join us then as a full time librarian. Hannah will be using some of the makerspace
equipment in her planned classes and is managing all the class contracts Ashley managed.
In the meantime, we still have a part time position posted to try to fill the more technical aspects
of the Makerspace position Ashley Aguillon held. We may try to contract for that if we continue
to have the open vacancy. Rob and Susan have worked out a schedule so that we can
continue to offer one on one makerspace appointments to the people who had been using
the equipment in the makerspace. A form was created for members to request appointments.
Susan spent some time organizing the makerspace and labeling the consumables available.
She tried to add some equipment that might be useful to the programming staff such as the
jewelry making tools and knitting supplies to the room.
Susan will be meeting with the staff for the winter progress meetings in February.
We contracted with M&S Engineering for help with the RFP for replacing the chilled water
system. They are also doing a life cycle analysis of the chilled water system versus the VRV
system that was three times as expensive initially. The question is would the VRV system be more
maintenance intensive/less costly in the long run than the chilled water system and would the
utilities be less so that the cost might be justified.

